Early adhesion induces interaction of FAK and Fyn in lipid domains and activates raft-dependent Akt signaling in SW480 colon cancer cells.
Integrin-dependent interaction of epithelial tumor cells with extracellular matrix (ECM) is critical for their migration, but also for hematogenous dissemination. Elevated expression and activity of Src family kinases (SFKs) in colon cancer cells is often required in the disease progression. In this work, we highlighted how focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and SFKs interacted and we analyzed how PI3K/Akt and MAPK/Erk1/2 signaling pathways were activated in early stages of colon cancer cell adhesion. During the first hour, integrin engagement triggered FAK-Y397 phosphorylation and a fraction of FAK was located in lipid rafts/caveolae domains where it interacted with Fyn. The FAK-Y861 and/or -Y925 phosphorylations led to a subsequently FAK translocation out of lipid domains. In parallel, a PI3K/Akt pathway dependent of lipid microdomain integrity was activated. In contrast, the MAPK/Erk1/2 signaling triggered by adhesion increased during at least 4 h and was independent of cholesterol disturbing. Thus, FAK/Fyn interaction in lipid microdomains and a Akt-1 activation occurred at the same time during early contact with ECM suggesting a specific signaling dependent of lipid rafts/caveolae domains.